LTV Clinical Forum feedback

Dr Chris Edwards















Very good overview and given me the understanding of the regional issues
Great overview. Message loud and clear that we MUST get things right for these patients
Good, informative
Statistics good for context
Set the start of the day
Very good intro to the topic
Good opener to the day
Interesting talk about the future of LTV, the process of deciding when to offer LTV.
Great overview of the needs/service
Interesting statistics positive information re LTV
Good overview of the situation
Great introduction, good stats and nice references
An excellent overview of a challenging area
Good piece about background

Dr Kathy Wilkinson





Fantastic speaker and presentation
Good presenter, nice summary, especially liked quotes, brought it to life
Good, informative
Some really good recommendations to take into practice













Good to hear details of the report and recommendations
Very interesting
Really interesting to see the information
Excellent presentation
Interesting to see the numbers of LTV/ recommendations for good practice
Very useful
Good to understand current data
Eye opening information- brilliant speaker
Good overview of report. Will read all of it
A long overdue report which has exciting implications for the future of LTV
Good overview of big piece of work

Fiona Stuttard











Commendable work and nice presentation- well done!
Interesting how other units work
Good talk on transition/ discharge
Great videos
All really positive examples of good practice in DGH’s across the region. Lots to learn from
each other
Great work!! Loved the videos
Loved the videos
Good use of videos in session
Excellent efforts on a much needed area
Great ideas

Vikki McAlpine














Example of excellent practice
Excellent. Please share this model
Loved the videos!
Excellent, really useful, informative
Brilliant work being done! Amazing to hear
Really great practice- well done
All really positive examples of good practice in DGH across the region. Lots to learn from each
other
Good insight into the challenges faced in DGH’s.
Great inspirational talk about the DGH team working so well together
Brilliant speaker- interesting to hear how other DGH’s manage
Nice presentation
A good example of staff going the extra mile to meet the needs of the patients
Showed other hospitals what is possible

Helen Horrigan and Nadine Cooper












Brilliant presentation and inspiring work- well done!
Very relatable to own area. Skills to take back
Excellent training roll out
All really positive examples of good practice in DGH’s across the region. Lots to learn from
each other
Good session on how to tackle staff education
Brilliant project! Well done
Could do with links/materials to cascade training
Great example of training large staff groups
Another good example of staff going the extra mile to cope and meet the needs of the
patients
Great to show development of training packages

Sarah Georgiades and Sharon Sloan

















Really useful to get ‘hands on’
Really lively atmosphere and very interactive
Really, really useful. Lots of information
Brilliant to get hands on!
Good to get hands on experience and speak to specialists
Good to see equipment and network
Good to get opportunity to ‘play’ with the machines
Very helpful!
Good to have a play with the machines and familiarise with how they work
Useful for hands on. Great
Great to see equipment, practical hands on and the opportunity to ask questions
Excellent to see difference between ventilators
Great to get hands on the machines, it has taken away the mystery!
Good to practice on different equipment
Excellent to be able to troubleshoot away from the clinical setting
Thanks for bringing all the kit

Emma Andrews
 Very informative
 Interesting re commissioning but would benefit from CCG input also
 Positive to hear the next steps
 Positive message that something is being looked at
 Good informative session
 Good update on current work streams and progress
 Very informative
 Thanks for your commitment

Suggestions for future topics






Brain injury
Discuss some complex cases on LTV
Continuing healthcare/care packages for after discharge /management
More info on PICU and LTV. Parents view/talk
Be nice to hear from a parent

Any other comments



















Very well organised
Excellent day, great venue, food lovely. Thank you!
In particular, Vikki’s presentation on how her unit has developed their model in conjunction
with the tertiary unit. Was brilliant. Please include this in the annual conference as much more
units should hear their experience.
Thoroughly enjoyed!
Useful study day. Well-chosen topics for discussion
Nice to have more nurses presenting. Lovely to network and see what others are doing
Would be good to share slides
Very good practical
Enjoyed practical
Interesting day with a variety of experienced speakers
Good variety of speakers
Successful day- thank you!
Very good study day
Lovely lunch
Great room, well run event. Thank you
Brilliant venue. Good speaker. Very relevant to my area. Some good opportunities to network
and share experiences
Really good day

